We’re planting the seeds for Phase II! Our next 20 acres is currently being planned and designed with Rhotenberry Wellen Architects of Midland and White Oak Studio of Houston. We also plan to bring back an Aggie tradition in The Grove, where students can gather and grow together. Phase II of The Gardens will bring the story of AgriLife to life, featuring unique programs such as our enology (winemaking) certificate, Texas Superstar plants and more. We are committed to creating a vibrant community in a unique outdoor setting filled with the best of Texas A&M's agriculture, science, art, and traditions.

The Future is Bright

Naming opportunities and sponsorship levels are currently being developed. Call us to be among the first to grow our next phase!

- Phase II Elements
- Lou Cashion Memorial Garden
- The Grove
- Family/Children’s Garden
- Rose Gardens
- Educational and event venues

...and many more in design!

Plant the Seeds of Your Texas A&M Legacy

We would love to talk to you about the numerous opportunities to keep discovery and inspiration blooming in The Gardens.

Texas A&M AgriLife Development Office | 979.847.9314 | gardens@tamu.edu

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
The Gardens